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Juggling Balls, Bouncing Balls & Beanbags

Stage Balls

The Stage Ball is hollow and made of a flexible PVC which gives the ball great grip, it's 
durable and washable and avilable in different sizes and UV reactive colors.

If you do not want to juggle, you can also just buy some stage balls for your dog to play with :-)

100mm size is designed specifically for contact juggling and available in two different weights.

Size: Color: Price：

62mm 75 gr Orange (28), orangy red (7)
49RMB
Now 29RMB

70mm 100 gr
Blue (5), orangy red (5), pink (2), yellow (6), 
orange (9), white (1)

50RMB
Now 29RMB

80mm 150gr Yellow (2)
60RMB
Now 29RMB

100mm 200gr or 260gr
Orange (3) ,blue (4), yellow(1), green (1), 
red (2), pink(2)

80RMB or 100RMB
Now 49RMB

SIL-X  Balls

The SIL-X is the ultimate juggling ball. It's a soft stage ball with a very special feature which is the 
result of an intense research work: 1/3 of its internal volume is filled with a special LIQUID 
SILICONE. The barycentre is low and the ball remains super stable on high throws and easy for 
foot catches and head rolling/balancing.

The principle is similar to the Russian balls' although it's a very different ball. The LIQUID 
SILICONE, unlike any kind of grain, slides perfectly inside the ball so that even when the ball is
thrown with a spin it doesn't wobble in the air.

Moreover the Silicone is injected through a very small hole allowing us to use an almost invisible 
plastic tapered pin as a plug. (Note to curious jugglers; although the plug can be extracted and is 
extremely hard to push into the ball, you should not force it inside otherwise you will not be able to 



recuperate it).This special LIQUID SILICONE is totally non-toxic (normally used in the food 
industry as a lubricant), and therefore totally safe.

The outer shell of the ball is rotary moulded much like our stage balls with a deep set hole that  
holds the “invisible plug” firmly in place. This is undoubtedly the most advanced juggling ball  
on the market today!

Designed, engineered and produced by the same team that brought you the indisputably top of the 
range PX3 juggling clubs. The 67 mm version is normally recommended for big numbers. 
Size: Colors: Price：

67mm  110gr
Blue (9), orangy red (9), yellow (7), orange (5), 
pink (1), green (5)

75RMB
Now 49RMB

78mm  150gr Yellow (4), white (3), orange (5)
90RMB
Now 49RMB

IMPLOSION

Fantastic evolution of our most famous SIL-X, the IMPLOSION has already conquered the hearts 
of thousands of jugglers around the world. The transparent rotary moulded shell, even softer and 
more elastic than classic SIL-X shell, shows the spcial LIQUID SILICONE and its stabilizing 
action that makes it so easy to control. The colored versions are all beautifully UV REACTIVE.

The 300 gr , 100 mm version is specifically designed for contact juggling.
Size: Colors: Price：

100mm 300gr Blue (1), green (1), pink (2), yellow (1)
110RMB
Now ONLY 69RMB

78mm 150gr Green (1), orange (6), pink (2), yellow (4)
130RMB
Now ONLY 69RMB

BOUNCING G-FORCE

The best rubber bouncing balls in the world with a 90% bounce ratio. G-FORCE is the perfect 
choice for all the jugglers that want to practice the discipline of bouncing buying a good quality 
prop for a low price. It feels great in your hands, cleans up great with soap and water and most of 
all never looses its bounce, even at low temperatures.



Size: Colors: Price:

B16G-FORCE 65 mm 155 gr
Blue (7), white (2),red (7), 
yellow (1)

100RMB
Now ONLY 59RMB

B16\70G-FORCE 70 mm 180 gr Red (5), yellow (12), white (3)
110RMB
Now ONLY 59RMB

BEANBAGS

Beanbags are excellent for learning to juggle three balls. They are easy to catch, soft on 
your hands and won’t roll away from you when their dropped.
Size: Colors: Price：

Russian Ball & MMX
Russian White (5), MMX white (2), MMX 
yellow (1)

Russian 9RMB, MMX 60RMB
Now ONLY 1RMB

Beanbags Blue (22), light green (25), violet (2)
15RMB
Now ONLY 2RMB

Multicolor Beanbags

Two-colored: yellow&red (9), green&red 
(6), white&blue (2) 
Unicolor small white (2), 
Four-colored beanbags: 
blue&green&yellow&red (55)

110RMB/3 balls
Now ONLY 8RMB

LED Glowing Balls



Size: Colors: Price:

LED Glowing Ball Blue, Green, Red and Seven-colored
110RMB
Now ONLY 29RMB

Acrylic Balls

Colors: Price:

Acrylic Ball transparent
100RMB
Now 69RMB



DEVILSTICKS – FLOWERSTICKS:

Excellent example of technology application.

The TULIP SILICONE is our new flower stick built using our exclusive CROSS shaped extruded 
plastic tube which gives it extreme strength and flexibility. This version is covered with clear 
silicone coating of 1,5 mm thickness. We use a very soft type of silicone for great grip and 
optimal control. The black rubber flowers are very elastic and strong.

This flower stick is suitable both for beginners and experts. G9 is the first devil stick in the world 
with  silicone grip in lots of great colour combinations. You can use any kind f  control  stick 
having always the best possible grip.

Besides its amazing UV reactive colours the G9 features EVA knobs and a perfectly balanced 
wood core. 

Pair of control sticks, 45 cm length. Clear silicone coating 1,5 mm thickness. We use a very soft  
type of silicone for a great grip.UV reactive colours.

Size: Colors: Price:

G9 silicone grip  70cm 270gr White & red (1), white & orange (1)
300RMB
Now 189RMB

Devil stick holographic
Dark green (1),light green (1), gold 
(1)

200RMB
Now 119RMB

FLO2 flowerstick  silicone Green (1), orange (1)
200RMB
Now 119RMB

 STX1 wooden/silicone control sticks Wood color (6 pairs)
60RMB
Now 39RMB

STX2 plastic/silicone control sticks
Green (1 pair) ,orange (1 pair), 
orange/yellow (1 pair)

50RMB
Now 35RMB



DIABOLOS & STICKS

ASTRO :

The ASTRO is a small size diabolo, light and made of soft plastic. A perfect choice for kids. 
Steel axle and washers guarantee an incredible durability. Sold without control sticks. 
Size: Colors: Price:

DLC1 diam. 100mm  160 gr Orange (1)
65RMB
Now ONLY 39RMB

Rainbow：

The RAINBOW is a colourful rubber diabolo that, thanks to its weight, can spin for a long time 
enabling you to practise lots of tricks. Steel axle and washers guarantee an incredible 
durability. Sold without control sticks
Size： Colors： Price：

105mm260gr
Yellow&Green (1), Red&Blue (1), White&Red&Blue (1), 
White&Red&Green (2)

140RMB
Now ONLY 89RMB

Diabolo Sticks:

Pair of ash wood control sticks with string, 42 cm length.&Pair of alluminium control sticks,length
42 cm. Light and strong with a comfortable rubber grip.

Size: Colors: Price:
Wooden Sticks 25RMB
Aluminium sticks rubber grip 42cm Green, Yellow, Blue, White, Pink 120RMB

CLUBS



Prima:

This is the first one piece juggling club from Play, another excellent prop!
One Piece Clubs are generally designed as an entry level product. They feature no decoration, 
a one-piece design and are extremely durable. What separates the PRIMA club from other entry 
level clubs is it's appeal to seasoned jugglers. The club features a very unique soft flex body, 
which allows for tricks that simply can't be done with other clubs one the market.

Professional jugglers have found this club to be a great addition to their collection of juggling 
props. Thanks to its perfect weight and balance PRIMA is the perfect club for those who are 
approaching club juggling.
Size: Colors: Price:

OP PRIMA one piece club  52cm 200gr White (1), red (1), yellow (1)
70RMB
Now ONLY 29RMB

Sirius:

The SIRIUS is surely our most popular club. The wrapped handle is thin and soft. This slim and 
fast club makes it easy to handle three or more clubs in each hand, which is very important 
when you juggle five or more clubs.

Besides its specific features the PX3 technology makes it by far the most durable club on the
market and the choice of the worlds best jugglers!
Size: Colors: Price:

PX3 PW SIRIUS white wrapped handle White-white (LIGHT version)
220RMB
Now ONLY 109RMB

Sirius Training:



The SIRIUS TRAINING is the one piece handle version of the SIRIUS.
The handle is long and thin, making it a very good club for practicing big numbers as well as tricks 
and passing . Like all our clubs with the FLEX GRIP handle, is extremely durable and easy to 
control. Moreover this handle is 5 gr heavier than the wrapped one giving to this club a slightly 
slower spin.
Size: Colors: Price:

PX3 PM F  coloured one piece handle
Blue-blue (1), 
orange-white (1)

160RMB
Now ONLY 59RMB

Vegas:

The VEGAS is the decorated version of our SIRIUS.

It's the only club in the world with an innovative vacuum metal spraying decoration. This special 
coating is much more durable than any other sticker and doesn't add any extra weight to the 
club making it a professional prop for great performances. The translucent body shows the 
indestructible PX3 technology inside. Flash them in your gym to feel like you’re always on stage!
Although the VEGAS decoration is very resistant we recommend to use these clubs indoor or on
stage to prevent scratches and keep their shiny look. PX3 VEGAS is the choice of many of 
the worlds best performers!
Size: Colors: Price:

PX3SD coloured metal coating Silver-green (3)
270RMB
Now 179RMB

D-Club:



NEW, EVERY TIME. A one-piece club with 3 interchangeable silicone inserts which act as grip 
and decoration. It is a light, well balanced club great for manipulation, passing and numbers 
juggling.

The silicone inserts makes it smooth to touch and solves the problem of the decoration wearing  
off through continuous use.

Jugglers can change the color or design of their clubs without having to buy new ones. Performers 
can adapt their clubs to match costumes or scenery and jugglers who value originality can custom 
design their own patterns for very own personal D CLUBS.
Size: Colors: Price:

D-Club Red (4), blue (1), yellow (1), transparent (9)
200RMB
Now 129RMB

Knives:

Knives (not from Play)

Size: Colors: Price:

Wrapped club grip with metal knife blade Silver (6)
160RMB
Now 89RMB

RINGS



STANDARD:

STANDARD juggling ring. Just another indestructible PLAY classic prop.
Size: Colors: Price:

A10 STANDARD 32 cm  110 gr
Green (3), violet (2), white (1), 
yellow (3)

35RMB
Now 22RMB

B-SIDE:

It took more than one year of researches and tests but finally we can proudly say it was well worth 
it! The B-SIDE is a new generation of ring, made of 2 halves ultrasound sealed, therefore 
indestructible and light at the same time. A must for all performers looking for quality and great 
visual impact.
Size: Colors: Price:

B-SIDE 2 colour ring ultrasound sealed
Yellow-orange (3), orange-green (2), 
pink-green (1)

50RMB
Now 35RMB

SATURN:

SATURN is our new giant juggling ring featuring a wide side wall, therefore very visual, 
and rounded inner and outer edges for not hurting your hands. Very recommended for 
stage performances and passing routines! UV reactive colours.
Size: Colors: Price:
A12 SATURN 40cm 135gr Blue (3), glow (5), red (2), orange (2), 40RMB



green (2), pink (3 Now 26RMB

JUNIOR:

JUNIOR juggling ring designed for kids with smooth, round edges.
Size: Colors: Price:
A8 JUNIOR 24 cm  65 gr Purple (3), blue (2), green (1) 25RMB Now 16RMB

FIRE PROPS:

T3A ECO torch (4) 
Price: 200RMB

Now 139RMB
ECO torch with white FLEX GRIP handle. 50mm kevlar wick. PX3 technology inside therefore 
extremely durable. Well weighted for perfect control during outdoor performances.

TF DELUXE torch wrapped silver handle (3) 
Price: 240RMB

Now 169RMB
DELUXE torch with wrapped silver handle. Shock absorbing rubber ring.70mm kevlar wick and 
PX3 technology inside therefore extremely durable. Well weighted for perfect control during 
outdoor performances.

TFM DELUXE torch (3) 
Price: 240RMB

Now 169RMB
DELUXE torch with white FLEX GRIP handle. Shock absorbing rubber ring.70mm kevlar wick and 
PX3 technology inside therefore extremely durable. Well weighted for perfect control during 
outdoor performances.
GF fire devil stick 70mm kevlar 65 cm (1) 
Price: 80RMB

Now 59RMB



Aluminium fire devil stick with 70mm kevlar wick. Sold without control sticks.

POI

Fire poi (2)
Price: 250RMB

Now 159RMB
Pair of fire poi with fast kevlar replacement system, strong leather 
handles and nice twisted 50 cm chain made of welded rings for 
maximum safety.

Contact POI

Pair of CONTACT POI featuring 80mm STAGE BALL weight 150 gr. CONTACT POI represents 
the latest innovation in poi swinging, being perfect for isolations, throws and body rolling. The 
PX3 knob used on our STANDARD version is loaded with a big metal nut inside to be a good 
counterweight on throws. The string is 6mm diameter and 50 cm long. To adjust the lenght of the 
string just pull it out off the knob, tie a simple knot and cut the excess.

The SILICONE knob used on our PRO version has a fantastic grip and due to its dimensions 
(diameter 40 mm) is the perfect counterweight on throws. The string is 6mm diameter and 50 
cm long. To adjust the lenght of the string just pull it out off the knob, tie a simple knot and cut 
the excess.
Size： Colors： Price：

Contact POI Standard Pink (1) 250RMB   Now 159RMB
Contact POI PRO Pink (1), White (1) 280RMB   Now 159RMB

LED Glowing Poi

Size: Colors: Price:

LED Glowing Poi Blue, Green, Red and Seven-colored
220RMB
Now ONLY 58RMB

ROLA ROLA



Board wooden board 65x25 cm (1) 
Price: 350RMB 

Now 219RMB
PLAY wooden board 65x25 cm specially designed to fit our special stack-rolls and create a safe 
multi floor Rola Bola in a few seconds.

Rola Roll 12,5 cm (0) 
Price: 600RMB
Roll 12,5 cm length 25cm weight 1kg with 3 rubber grips for perfect control both on the floor and 
on the board. Perfectly round and absolutely indestructible.

4 Stack rolls diam. 10cm length 20cm (1) 
Price: 160RMB

Now 99RMB
Set of 4 stack-rolls diam. 10cm length 20cm, color bright orange

YOYO



ALL2000 aluminium ball bearing yoyo, different colors (3) 
Price：180RMB  

Now 119RMB
AL2000 is an aluminum yo-yo that competes with the best yo-yos in the world. Available in different 
anodized colours (silver (1), gold(1), green(1)), it's equipped with an high precision micro ball-
bearing. It's also provided of an extra wooden axle, which is very easy to replace, an instruction 
booklet and two spare strings!

WOLF wooden ball bearing yoyo (4) 
Price：150RMB 

Now 99RMB
WOLF is a wooden butterfly ball-bearing yo-yo with a smooth round profile. Available only in the 
natural wood version, it comes in a box which includes an extra wooden axle, the instruction 
booklet and two spare strings!

SPINNING PLATE



Soft Spinning Plate
Colors:   blue (3), red (2), green (5)
Price：80RMB 

Now ONLY 19RMB
Soft spinning plate with long wooden stick. Very soft therefore totally safe 
for kids and not noisy at all when dropped.

GADGETS

Grillo Jumper

Colors: Blue (5), Red (13), Green (6)
Price: 25RMB

Now ONLY 5RMB
JUMPER made of rubber. Twist it upside down and throw it on the floor, it jumps over 2 mt high!

Juggling cloth

Colors: Yellow, Red, Green
Price: 5RMB

Now ONLY 1RMB


